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The Story Begins

JAN
1975
MiTS introduces
the 8080-baseci
Altair computer.

FEB
1975
Microsoft sails
first BASIC to
MITS lor Altair
computer.

The story of MS-DOS_begins ..in a hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In 1975, Albuquerque was the home of Micro Instrumentation'Telemetry
Systems, better known as MITS- In January of that year, MITS had intro-
duced a kit computer called the Altair. When it was first snipped, the Altair
consisted of a metal box with, a panel of switches for input and output, a
power supply, and-two boards. One board was the CPU.. At its heart was the
8-bit 8080 microprocessor chip from InteL The other board provided 256
bytes of memory. The Altair had no keyboard, no monitor, and no permanent
storage. But it had a revolutionary price tag. It cost $397. For the first time,
the term "personal computer" acquired a real-world meaning.

The real world of the Altair was not, however, the world of business
computing. It was-primarily the world of the computer hobbyist These first
users of the microcomputer were not as interested in using spreadsheets and
word processors as they were in programming. Accordingly, the first soft-
ware for the Altair was a programming language. And the company that
developed it was a two-man firm, in Albuquerque, called Microsoft

The two men at MiCTosof^ej^PailjAJten^and Bffl Gates-Allen and
Gates-had met when-they were both students at Lakeside High School in
Seattle, where they began their computer-science education oa the school's
time-sharing terminal By the time Gates had graduated, me two of them had
already founded a company called Traf-O-Data. Traf-O-Datas main product
was a machine based on the 8008 microprocessor, which was the predecessor
of the Altair's 808.0 chip. The Traf-O-Data machine automated the process of
reading 16-channel, 4-digit, binary-coded decimal (BCD) tapes generated by
traffic recorders to monitor traffic flow. Unfortunately, the company faced
tough competition from state-owned—and therefore state-subsidized—
processing facilities. Nevertheless, the experience with Traf-O-Data and the
8008 microprocessor gave Allen and Gales a running start when the Altair
was introduced They used their running start to write a version of BASIC for
the S080 and sold it to MITS. It was Microsoft's first product.

Originally, the only way to enter Microsoft's BASIC into the Altair was
to flip the switches on the front panel to enter the machine code into the
computer's memory. This process was soon automated by paper tapes that
could store and load the code. But Allen, who had taken a position as Direc-
tor of Software at MITS, quickly realized that a disk drive was the real
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FEB
1976
Gates writes first
Disk BASIC.

JUL
1977
Microsoft intro-
duces FORTRAN
for 8080
computers-

solution to entering and storing code. So in February 1976, he asked Gates if
he could write a disk-based version of BASIC. Since the Altair had no operat-
ing system and hence no method of managing files, the disk BASIC would
also have to include some file-management routines. In other words, it would
have to function as a rudimentary operating system.

That's when Gates, who was still a student at Harvard, flew to Albu-
querque, checked into the HiltonHotel with a stack of yellow legal.pads, and
asked not to be disturbed. Five days later, he checked out of the hotel, yellow
pads filled, and started typing code into a DEC PDP-11 mainframe, on which
time was leased from the Albuquerque public school system. After five days,
Disk BASIC was up and running on the Altair.

Disk BASIC used a file-management strategy based on a file allocation
table. The more conventional approach to file management was to include
.disk-allocation-information with each file. In Disk BASIC, all of mis informa-
tion was kept in one location; the file allocation table. Gates chose this strat-
egy for its speed. ALfew years later, when Microsoft wrote a stand-alone
version of BASIC for the new 16-bit 8086 chip, they used -the same approach.
The file-handling routines in stand-alone Disk BASIC became, in turn, the
model for the operating system that would eventually be known as MS-DOS.

But in 1976, people weren't thinking about 16-bit operating systems.
They were thinking about 8-bit operating systems. Both users and developers
were beginning-to recognize the limitations of running applications on top of

BASIC or some other language. MITS even-
tually used the code from Gates' Disk BASIC
to build an operating system for the Altair,
Another company, Digital Research, headed '
by Gary Kildall, had developed an operating
system called Control Program, for Microcom-
puters, or CP/M, a couple of years earlier. As
new companies began to compete with the
Altair for the microcomputer market, some of
them sold CP/M as their operating system. But
most introduced their own operating systems.
The result was chaos_

. : At Microsoft, Gates and Allen continued
to focus their attention on programming languages. They developed different
versions of BASIC to run on the various operating systems that were appear-
ing. They also introduced versions of COBOL, FORTRAN, and Pascal.
When Lifeboat Associates, a software distributer in New York, began

''There was such a lower
of Babel in operating sys-
tems. But then Lifeboat
Associates came along
and started actually offer-
ing software in CPIM-80
format. It was probably
Lifeboat Associates more
than anybody who really
got tilings going."

— Bill Gates

The Story Begins
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APR
1979
Microsoft moves
to Bellevue,
Washington.

MAY
1979
Peterson goes to
Microsoft to test
his 8036 Card.

JUN
1979
Microsoft shows
8086 stand-alone
BASICon
Paterson's
machine at NCC.

directions. The first was to continue in the same direction and develop the
remaining languages—FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal—for other 8-bit
processors. Or they could turn to 16-bit technology.

The first alternative was not a pioneering effort. Gates and Allen did not
really want to rewrite FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal to run on other 8-bit
systems. But they also couldn't ignore the earning potential of this strategy,
particularly with the growing popularity of the Apple H based on the 6502.
microprocessor. Allen found the solution: turn the Apple II into a Z80 sys-
tem. To accomplish this metamorphosis, Microsoft developed the SoftCard,
The SoftCard was a Z80 microprocessor and a ROM version of the CP/M
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System) on a plug-in card, with CP/M itself on
disk. Microsoft licensed CP/M-80 from Digital Research for a fixed, one-time
fee of $46,000. With CP/M-80 on the SoftCard, Apple users could run any of
the programs and languages designed to run on the CP/M machines, includ-
ing all of Microsoft's languages. Eventually, CP/M-80 on the SoftCard
became the most popular version of CP/M-80 on any computer

Gates and Allen were more interested in the second, alternative; the- 16-
bit alternative. Their first step was the same as Microsoft's first step with the
Altair. They developed another stand-alone version of BASIC. But this time,
it was for me 8086,

While Microsoft was working on its stand-alone BASIC, a man named
Tim Paterson was working at a company called Seattle Computer Products.
Seattle Computer Products built memory boards, but Paterson had become
interested in the 8086 chip and was developing an 8086 card for use with an
S-100 bus machine like the original Altair. hi May 1979, Paterson called
Microsoft He wanted.to know if Microsoft was developing any 8086 soft-
ware that he could use to test his board, Microsoft told him that they had an
8086 BASIC—their stand-alone BASIC—ready to try.

Microsoft had moved to Bellevue, a suburb of Seattle, in April 1979. So
Paterson just drove across the bridge over Lake Washington to Bellevue with
his new board in a Chromemco Z-2 box. Within a week, BASIC was running
on Seattle Computer's board.

The following month, June 1979, Microsoft went to the National Com-
puter Conference in New York. Lifeboat Associates was now selling all of
Microsoft's software and had invited Microsoft to share their small booth at
the show. Microsoft, in turn, invited Paterson to join them there to show 8086
BASIC running on the S-100 8086 hardware.

At the conference booth, the discussion turned to operating systems and

The Story Begins
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FALL
1979
Microsoft con-
tracts with
Convergent
Technologies to
develop FORTRAN
for 8086 machine.
Digital Research
announces plans
to release
GPMSG.

APR
1980
Paterson begins
work on an 8086
operating system.

file management, and Paterson got an inside look at how Microsoft was
handling files in stand-alone BASIC. He also learned about the internals of
M-DOS. Paterson was impressed with Microsoft's approach and tucked the
conversation away in Ms memory for future use.

By the fell of 1979, the 8086 chip was beginning to attract interest from
many quarters. Microsoft, for example, found itself with a contract from
Convergent Technologies to develop an 8086 version of FORTRAN. Digital
Research had announced a planned release of CP/M-86—the 8086 version of
its operating system—for December 1979. Still, not everyone agreed with
Microsoft that 16-bit technology was the logical development path for micro-

computing. A number of voices in the trade
press warned mat the industry investment in
8-bit equipment and software was too great to
introduce a new standard. •

. . At Seattle Computer Products, however,
Tim Paterson continued to work on the 8086
board. When CP/M-S6 was still not available
in April 1980, Paterson decided it was time to
take the matter of a 16-bit operating system
into his own hands. He began to work, on the
system that would become MS-DOS.

Paterson recognized that a standard oper-
ating system was crucial if users were going to
be assured of a wide range of applications

r ..-., software and languages. He also recognized
that CP/M had already become a de facto standard So translation com-
patibility—the ability to mechanically translate existing CP/M-SO applications
to run on his 16-bit system—became a major goal in his effort. His 86-DOS,
as tt was called, mimicked CP/M-80's functions and its command structure,
as well as its file control blocks (FCBs), its program segment prefix (PSP),-
and its approach to executable files.

However, Paterson had some complaints about CP/M-, particularly about
its approach to error handling. He was also dissatisfied with the file alloca-
tion system in CP/M, which was inefficient hi its use of space as well as its
speed of operation. He remembered how Microsoft had handled ffles in
stand-alone BASIC and M-DOS, which was how Bill Gates had handled them

"The implementation of
microprocessors with
completely different
instruction sets, such as
16-bit units, creates major
headaches for companies
with large investments in
proprietary software,
such as word processing,
BASIC interpreters, and
operating systems."

—fnfoWorld,
• December 22. 1980

The Historical View
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AUG
1980
Microsoft Intro-
duces SoftCard for
Apple I I

AUG
1980'
IBM's Boca Raton
study group visits
Microsoft

AUG
1980
Microsoft signs
consulting agree-
ment with (BM.

in that first version of Disk BASIC, written in the hotel in Albuquerque. The
file allocation table (FAT) became the core of his file-management system.

Patenson bootstrapped his way to an operating system by first writing
a translator that translated 8080 code to 8086 code. He then wrote an S086
assembler in Z80 assembly language and used the translator to translate it.
It took him four months to build a working version. When it finally ran,
S6-D.OS was just 6K bytes. Anyone who wanted to run a CP/M-80 program
on the 8086 could use the translator he had built to translate the. source code
and be reasonably certain it would run under Paterson's operating system
with little or no editing.

Once 86-DQS was running, Paterson again went to Microsoft, this time
to ask them to write a BASIC to run on his system. It was September 1980.

While Paterson was developing 86-DOS, things were stirring in a Boca
Raton research facility for IBM. IBM had, to all appearances, ignored most
of the developments in microcomputing. But now, within the company that
had made computing an industry, several groups were competing for the
right, to develop an IBM computer based on a-microprocessor. The product
was to be aimed at the market that IBM knew already: the business market.
But IBM was unsure of both the microcomputing technology and the micro-
computing market. And with its history of long development cycles, it was
also unsure of its ability to develop a machine and accompanying software in
the competitive time frames that were inevitable in the rapidly changing
world of microcomputing.

So a study group at Boca Raton, headed by Jack Sams, began to look
around for people who looked like they knew what they were doing in the
field. One of the places they looked was Microsoft

The Boca Raton group first visited Microsoft in August 1980. They told
Microsoft that IBM wanted to get involved in the "low end." They knew that
the low end was very fast moving and that they couldn't afford their typical
five-year design cycle to build a new machine. But they also had a strategy;
They would use off-the-shelf products. All of the hardware they needed was
available. The problem was the software.

The group that visited Microsoft wanted to know: If IBM gave Microsoft
the specifications for an 8-bit computer, could Microsoft write a ROM BASIC
for it? Could they do it by the following April?

Microsoft said yes, but why not consider a 16-bit machine?
After die meeting at Microsoft, Jack Sams and his study group went

back to IBM with the proposal for Project Chess, a low-end, 16-bit
workstation.

The Story Begins
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SEP
1980
IBM asks
Microsoft to
develop BASIC,
FORTRAN, Pascal
and COBOL for rts
new machine.

SEP
1980
Patsrson shows
Microsoft his
86-DOS.

"They didn't understand
that our BASIC was kind
of funny In a way.
Stand-alone BASIC
worked. But we said,
you've got to have an
Operating system.*'

—Bill Gates

Sams returned to Microsoft a month later and asked if Gates and Allen could
also provide FORTRAN, Pascal, and COBOL in the same time frame—
namely, before April of the following year. Gates explained to Sams that, to

run those languages, they would need an oper-
ating system. He explained that BASIC was
unique because it had been designed as a
stand-alone product. Microsoft did not have a
stand-alone FORTRAN or COBOL. Gates sug-
gested mat Sams call Digital Research, since
he knew that CP/M-86 was in the works there.
In fact, Gates placed the initial phone call to
Digital Research for IBM.

The IBM team went to Digital Research
the next day to talk about operating systems, but the people at Digital
Research were nervous about IBM's nondisclosure requirements, and the
meeting never got off the ground. In me weeks that followed, IBM continued
to communicate with Digital Research, .butwithout mnch..success.

Meanwhile, Microsoft was reassessing its own goals and resources.
Gates and Allen wanted to write the languages—all of them. In order to do
that in six months, they needed some assurances about the operating system
that IBM was going to use. They needed to know that it would be ready on
time. They also- needed to know that they would be able to get information
about some of its internals, since the ROM BASIC would have to interact inti-
mately with the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS). Digital Research was
already almost a year behind its own announced schedule for release of
CP/M-86, so Gates and Allen began to wonder if Digital Research could
provide the system on time. They also had heard rumors that Digital
Research was buying a BASIC from one of Microsoft's competitors to bundle
with its operating system. Such a move'would make things very difficult for
Microsoft in the BASIC market. All of these considerations made CP/M-86
seem less desirable as me operating system for me IBM product.

Then, Gates and Allen started looking at the figures. The proposal for
the four languages and an assembler and loader came to 400K of code. They
estimated that to add an operating system would require only another 30K or
so. They had also just seen Paterson's rudimentary operating system for the
8086, designed to be compatible with CP/M applications, and knew exactly
where it stood.

10 Tlie Historical View
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SEP
1980
Microsoft decides
ta write MS-DOS.

OCT
1980
Microsoft buys
rights to 86-DOS.

OCT
1980
Microsoft submits
proposal to [BM
for 40QK af coda—
four languages, an
assembler, a
loader, and
MS-DOS.

NOV
1980
Microsoft signs
contract with IBM.

THANKSGIVING
1980
Microsoft receives
first prototype of
IBM PC.

It was Sunday night, September 28, 1980. Gates and Allen were
in Gates' office on the eighth floor of the Old National Bank building in
Bellevue. They were reviewing all the facts wirh Kay Nishi, a Microsoft
vice president and president of ASCII Corp. in Japan, who was preparing the
proposal for IBM.

The more they talked about it, the more it seemed possible—even
preferable—to write their own operating system. Finally Nishi got up and
said, '-Let's do it! We've got to do it!"
_ _ ~ ~ _ ___ „ Allen's first step was to contact Tim

Paterson at Seattle Computer Products. He
told Paterson mat Microsoft wanted to develop
and market the operating system, and mat he
had an OEM customer for it. SCP, which was
not in the business of marketing software,
agreed. Microsoft paid SCP a fee for owner-
ship 86-DOS. SCP also received a license to
use and sell Microsoft's languages and any
8086 versions of the operating system.

With 86-DOS m hand, Microsoft submit-
ted its proposal to IBM in October 1980- The
proposal included Microsoft's plan for devel-
oping the operating system. They told IBM
that they wanted to do the entire package. The
time frame, they explained, was so short and
the boundaries between tne languages and
the operating system were so unclear that
Microsoft needed to control the development

of the operating system if they were going to guarantee delivery by spring of
the following year.

In November, IBM signed the contract.
A prototype of the IBM machine arrived at Microsoft at Thanksgiving,

and a small DOS team began working long,' tedious, and sometimes chaotic
hours. The immediate challenge was to bring up the rudimentary operating
system they had bought from SCP on the new machine in an environment of
constant change. The hardware was changing. At SCP, Paterson was continu-
ing to modify the operating system. And Microsoft was changing its own
specifications for the operating system as It developed

" Feoplc lake il for
grained that IBM was
going to he Jrig in tlit'
business and that you
should follow when they
cont.niar.d, tut' rlierc were
a Ini of smart companies
doing small computers,
and ii wasn't clear that
IBM was going TO have
The impact That a even-
tually did. We thought it
was worth pursuing, but it
wasn't like today where it
seems so obvious in
retrospect!'

—Bill Gates

The Story Begins 11
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FEB
1981
MS-DOS runs on
IBM PC prototype
for the first time.

"// / was awake, I wax
thinking about the
project.''

—-DOS programmer

The first problem was getting the copy of the operating system that they
had gotten from Seattle Computer compiled and married to the BIOS, which
Microsoft was also helping IBM write. The media complicated this task. 86-
DOS was on an 8-inch floppy disk. The IBM machine used a 5 Viz-inch disk.
. . . To Microsoft fell the task of determining

the format of the new disk and then finding a
way to get the operating system, which was
written in assembly code, from the old format
to the new. The work went like this: They

——, ,. „..—.. — would move sections of code from the 8-inch
disk, and compile it, then convert it to Intel HEXformat, upload it to me
DEC-20, and then download to an Intel development machine. They, also
developed the BIOS on the DEC-20 and downloaded it to the Intel machine,
converted it to HEX, moved it to the IBM development system, and then
crossloaded it over to the prototype.

Dependence on the physical characteristics of the machine added to
the tedium of the task. Paterson's goal for 86-DOS was logical, device inde-
pendence. But at the rime that Microsoft began to work with the system, it
still worked with fixed physical sectors that were 128 bytes long. The IBM
prototype had 512-byte sectors. So Microsoft had to convert the operating
system to handle logical records that were independent of the physical
record size.

Paterson eventually improved the operating system^ logical indepen-
dence by adding functions that streamlined the reading and writing of multi-
ple sectors and records as well as records of variable size.

In addition to making his own changes, Paterson worked closely
with the Microsoft developers as they got the operating system up and run-
ning. Microsoft would give him dozens of changes that they wanted to imple-
ment—from changes in the initial messages that appeared when MS-DOS
started up to changes in EDLIN, which was the editor that Paterson had writ-
ten for his own use. Throughout this process, however, Microsoft could not
tell Paterson anything about the system except that it was an OEM machine.
Under IBM's security restrictions, Microsoft certainly couldn't show him the
prototype. So Paterson was working blind. The only serious clue he had
about the identity of Microsoft's customer was a phone call. One day, some-
one from IBM called SCP with some questions about DOS. A little surprised,
the people at SCP asked again who the person was. The caller replied, "Oh,
never mind," and hung up.

12 The Historical \rie\<j
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APR
19S1
Paterson joins
Microsoft.

JUH

First rumors of the
IBM machine
appear in
infoWorid.

Paterson found out the truth in April when he left Seattle Computer and
joined Microsoft.

The secrecy requirements imposed by IBM created other sixains on the
project. All of the work had to be done in a secure room, which turned out to
be about 10x6 feeL It had no windows, and the door was to be kept locked
at all times to protect the secrecy of the project- IBM even requested that
Microsoft install chickea wire above the ceiling tiles to secure the room from
above. In this small, closed room was a large Intel hard-disk development
system with an In-Circuit Emulator as well as two prototypes. The heat gen-
erated by these machines created frequent hardware malfunctions, not to
mention programmer irritability.

Even without the heat, the hardware was not stable. The DOS team
spent countless hours tracking down software'problems that turned but to be
hardware problems—-Like a serial card that would respond when it should
not be responding or that would corrupt areas of memory.

The project encountered other hardware problems that slowed, the
development process. One of the most frustrating was a constraint in the
BIOS. The BIOS could not transfer data across a physical 64K boundary.
DOS would transfer a number of sectors from a certain address. If they
crossed over the 64K boundary, the system would crash. The DOS team
didn't realize this constraint until April.

While IBM was a demanding customer in terms of schedule and con-
fidentiality, Microsoft found the IBM team to be receptive and helpful
throughout that early development process. They were buying Microsoft's
expertise in an area where they themselves were uncertain. So they did not
dictate. They supplied information. They responded overnight to hardware
problems. And they listened.

The new operating system ran on the prototype for the first time in
February 1981. In the months that followed, Microsoft worked feverishly to
expand and refine it for use by a new class of users-—for business managers
and other office workers. IBM accepted the final product, and MS-DOS made
its debut on the machine called the IBM Personal Computer.

The Story Begins 13
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The First Release

AUG
1981
IBM announces
the IBM PC.
Microsoft releases
Version 1.0 of
MS-DOS.

AUG
•1981

DOS 1.0 inherits
many features
from CP/M.

The world got its first look at Version 1.0 of MS-DOS, when IBM introduced
the IBM Personal Computer in August 1981. This first version had 4000 lines
of assembly-language source code and ran in only 12K. It was organized into
three separate files: The EBMB1O.COM file contained.the riisV and character
input/output system. It interfaced with the BIOS that IBM had developed. The
1BMDOS.COM file included the program interface, the disk-file manager, and
a character I/O handler. The C0MMAJND.COM file was the external com-
mand processor.

MS-DOS was not the operating system that Microsoft wanted to build
when it first thought of building a 16-bit operating system,- Everyone at
Microsoft saw it as a compromise. It was a compromise with. time. More
important, it was also a compromise with market demands that made pro-
gram-translation compatibility from CP/M-80 the overwhelming design goal.
The large base of CP/M software included the Tsvo most popular applications:
WordStar and dBase II. Microsoft's own languages also ran under CP/M-80.
MS-DOS, like 86-DOS, was designed to allow software developers—includ-
ing Microsoft itself—to mechanically translate source code that ran on the
8080-to-run oa the 8086.

So MS-DOS had to look a lot like CP/M-80. And it did. It inherited such
features as the 8-character file names with 3-character extensions. It used the
same conventions for identifying disk drives in its command prompts, and k
used the same command syntax as CP/M-80. For the most part, it used the

same command language, it offered the same
file services, and.it had the same general
structure as the 8rbit standard.

But although the people at Microsoft
were aware of the constraints imposed by his-
tory, they also had a vision of the future. It
was a future that would continue to bring
rapid change in all of the technologies on
which. MSyDOS was dependent: disks and
other media, memory boards, and micro-

processors. The rapid development of these technologies promised to make
increased computing power available to a growing number of users at a lower
price. Yet it also created the potential for chaos in the world of software in

''The challenge of 1.0 was
jusr basically getting it
done on time and making
sure a was reliable and
had the extra error-
recovery that IBM
wanted-'

—DOS programmer

14 The Historical View
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general, and of operating systems in particular. Microsoft also realized that
die market potential was vast and diat IBM was not likely to be the only
player in that market.

To be successful over the long term, Microsoft's new operating system
would have to be flexible enough to accommodate change. .Toward that end,
Microsoft sought to make its operating system less dependent on any specific
hardware configuration—that is, to virtualize its operating system in every
way it could. The first steps were device-independent input and output,
variable record lengths, relocatable program files, and a replaceable com-
mand processor.

MS-DOS made input and output device independent by treating
peripheral devices as though they were files. It assigned a reserved file name
to each of the three devices it recognized: CON for the console (screen and
keyboard), PRN for me printer, and AUX for auxiliary serial ports. If one of
those names appeared in a file control block of a file name.d in a command,
all operations were directed to the device named rather than to me 'disk file-

Device independence provided benefits for applications developers and .
users alike. For developers, it meant that application programs could use one
set of read or write calls rather than using different calls for different devices.
It also meant that no modifications of the application would be necessary as
new devices were added to the system. For users, device independence meant
flexibility- If a program were designed for disk I/O only, for example, the
user could direct the output to the printer or use a file for input. The user
could, in fact, use the devices with any command that specified aiile name

as an argument.
Another step toward logical independence was variabb record lengths.

In CP/M-80, logical and physical record lengths were identical: l i s bytes.
Files could be accessed only in units of 128 bytes. The IBM disk Bad physical
sectors of 512 bytes. But with MS-DOS, a user never needed to know about
this physical requirement since MS-DOS marked the end of the file. If the
user opened a file with a logical length that differed from the physical record
length, MS-DOS remembered exactly where the file ended—to the byte.
Practically speaking, this logical independence meant that MS-DOS users
could have files with different logical record lengths.

Another new feature in MS-DOS that was designed to give it logical
independence was the relocatable program file. MS-DOS could load two
types of program files: .COM files and .EXE files. The .COM files mimicked
the binary files in CP/M-80. They started at location 100H in memory

The First Release 1 5
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'"The basic difference
between CP/M and
MS-DOS was thai CPJM
had no distinction
between a physical sector
an ihc disk and a logical
record ofrhe program.
MS-DOS had logical
independence."

—Tim Paterson

segment in which they were loaded. All segment addresses referred to this
starting location. The .EXE files did not set a physical starting location. They

were loaded at the lowest available address.
The command processor then used the load
address in the file header information to relo-
cate the segment addresses automatically.

MS-DOS also tried to virtualize the user
interface—the command processor—by mak-
ing it a separate, relocatable file just Like any
other program. The C0MMAND.COM file
was designed as an, executable file and could
be replaced by any other .command processor.
For example, It might be replaced by a meiiu-
driven command processor by simply naming

the new command processor COMMAND. COM.
Building on the logical independence created by these features, MS-DOS

could also claim some important strides forward m performance. The speed
of MS-DOS operations was due in part to the cleverness of Tim Paterson in
finding and taking advantage of hidden time gaps in operations. But more
important were some fundamental design decisions. The most important of
these Was perhaps the file allocation table. ' ~ ' ' '

The file allocation system that Gates had first implemented back in
Albuquerque in 1976 made the allocation of disk space efficient and the
search for long files very fast. CP/M-80 had used directory entries to store
information about file locations. Each directory entry had a memory map,
which was a list of sixteen IK allocation units (groups of contiguous physical
sectors) on the disk—where successive parts of the file were stored. CP/M
might require several directory entries, or extents, to' map the entire file if the
file was larger than 16K. It would read the directory for .the first extent, go
load the blocks according to the memory map, then return to the directory .on
the disk and search for the next extent, read the memory map. and continue.

MS-DOS also allocated disk space in "allocation units," The use of
these allocation units was mapped in one central file allocation table—or
FAT—which was always in memory. MS-DOS also used a directory entry for
each file, but the entry did not include the allocation map as in CP/M. '
Instead, it simply pointed to the first allocation unit in the file allocation
table. Each entry in the table pointed to the next unit that was associated with
the file. As a result, MS-DOS had a complete m-memory analysis of all file

16 Historical
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AUG
1981
DOS 1.0 has a
transient com-
mand processor.

components, the file size, and all of the available disk space without having
to access the disk-

When Paterson was initially developing the operating system, at Seattle
Computer, he made extensive calculations to evaluate the ejficiency of dif-
ferent methods of file allocation with different states of the disks. He com-
pared the amount of space used by the FAT to the amount required by CP/M-
type directory entries as well as the time to analyze the information in these two
different formats. The use of a file allocation table in memory proved to.be the
most efficient way of using disk space. For long files it was definitely fasten
Even if MS-DOS had to search every allocation unit for the disk, it could
complete the search faster than it could load the head on a disk tasearch for
a single directory entry.

Two other important features—the ability to read and. write multiple
sectors and the transient use of memory by the command processor—
provided more efficiency for both users and developers. The independence of
the logical record from the physical sector laid the foundation for the ability
to read and write multiple sectors. If an application were reading multiple
records in CP/M, it had to issue a "read" function call for each, sector, one at
a time. With MS-DOS, it would issue one read function call, giving the oper-
ating system the beginning and ending records to read, MS-DOS- would then,
load all of the corresponding sectors automatically.
. , . The other performance .feature in version

1.0 was the transient command processor.
When the Microsoft programmers designed
the command processor C0MMAND.COM,
they wanted to include the most common user
functions, such as DIR and COPY, within it.

, For speed and ease of use, they made these
functions intrinsic to the command processor The tradeoff was the larger
size of the command processor. The user would have to pay a premium in
memory for this speed and ease of use. To minimize the cost in memory,
Microsoft designed the command processor in two parts: a resident part and
a transient part. The added functions were placed in the transient part which
could be overwritten by large applications programs. Then, when the user
exited the application, the resident part of the command processor would
reload the functions in the transient portion if necessary.

Beyond these structural features designed for future compatibility and
enhanced performance, Version 1.0 of MS-DOS introduced several sendees

'~The code was really
right. There wasn't any fat
in that original version of
MS-DOS at all"

—DOS programmer

Tiie First Release 17
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DOS 1.0 has batch
processor.

and built-in utilities to make life easier for users .and applications developers.
Chief among these were improved error handling, automatic logging of disks,
date and time stamping of files, and batch processing of command files.

From the beginning, IBM. had stressed the need for data integrity, and
everyone recognized that loss of data is most likely; to occur when the user
encounters an error message and responds incorrectly. To reduce this risk,
MS-DOS replaced the traditionally cryptic error-messages with messages that
were clear and complete. These messages were used consistently across MS-
DOS functions and utilities. Microsoft encouraged developers to use the same
messages in their applications when appropriate.

To further reduce risks to data, MS-DOS trapped hard errors, such as
permanent disk errors, which had previously been left to the hardware-
dependent logic to handle. Now the hardware logic could simply report the
nature of the error to MS-DOS, which again would treat itjn a consistent
way. MS-DOS could also trap the Control-C key sequence, so that an applica-
tion program could protect against accidental teirrimatipnby the user or
provide a graceful termination when appropriate. -.

To reduce errors and simplify use, MS-DOS also, automatically updated
information about the disk when it was changed. In GP/M, users had to log
in a new disk each time they changed disks. This manual login was par-
ticularly cumbersome for users with single-disk systems or those who needed
to store their data on several different disks. MS.rDOS. automatically logged
new disks as long as no file was currently open.

Another innovation in MS-DOS was date and time stamping. From the
very earliest prerelease versions, MS-DOS trackedjhe system date and dis-
played it every time a user started MS-DOS. So.when if turned out that the
operating system only used the first 16 bytes of -a file, control block for the
file-header information, the DOS programmers decided to.use the remaining
16 bytes for date and time information as well as information about the size
of the file. This information was then automatically displayed with the file
names by the DER. command. It was also available to.theiinker, so that when
users were editing their programs, the linker would only recompile those
relocatable files with earlier date and time stamps than the. source code-

It was IBM's own internal testing needs, rather than considerations of
the need for a programmer's tool, that led to the addition of another
capability in MS-DOS. This was batch processing of files..IBM wanted to test
various functions of the system by running scripts—or a sequence of com-
mands or other operations—one after the other. To run these scripts, the)'

18 The Historical View
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needed an automated way of calling one routine after another. The.MS-DOS
batch processor solved this problem for IBM but also meant that users could
take advantage of the speed batch processing.

Finally, MS-DOS increased the options available to a program when it
terminates. In more rudimentary operating systems, applications and other
programs remained in memory only as long as they were active. When termi-
nated, they were removed from memory. MS-DOS added a Terminate

But Stay Resident function that allowed the
program to be locked into memory. So the
program could, in effect, become part of the
operating-system environment mitE-the system
was shut down. The program could ialso call
another program when terminated, allowing
programs to be stacked in memory.

It was inevitable perhaps that MS-DOS,
_ _ _ ^~ . when released, would be compared .with
CP/M-80 and eventually with CP/M-86. The main issue was compatibility: To
what extent was MS-DOS compatible with the existing standard? Few people
imagined that MS-DOS was bound to replace that standard within a :very
short time.

"E\!'ju <'.'nr ;v,nsi opuuiisiic
view o/'u'it- n;i:.'iUcr af
machines usin% Thai thing
ydcdh: i\''.-aid.'}'; i>o.vi'
matched who.! really
ended up happening."

— Bid Gaws
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CPM-QO software
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Player/' presumably in anticipation of a vast inventory of CP/M applications
for the EBM PC- They led their readers to assume that the IBM PC was a •
CP/M machine. ;

Confusion also arose around the name. When Paterson wrote |he first
version of the operating system at Seattle Computer Products, he called- it
86-DOS. When Microsoft began developing the system for IBM, they called

it 86-DOS for a while, but by the time the PC
was ready for the market, everyone at
Microsoft—and at IBM-—was calling it
MS-DOS-

Then EBM decided to call it IBM Personal
Computer DOS, and the press was quick to
call attention to the fact that "PC-DOS" had
some features that MS-DOS—the generic sys-
tem that Microsoft was licensing to other man-
ufacturers—did not These were primarily a
few utilities that EBM added. To adcfto the
confusion, when Lifeboat Associates agreed to
help promote MS-DOS, they decided to call it
Software Bus 86, because they had a liiie of
Software Bus products, including SB-80 which
was their version of CP/M-80. SmceSoftware
Bus was a trademark for Lifeboat's product
line, Microsoft could not call their own prod-
uct SB-86, even though it was identical to the
product that Lifeboat would be selling. To fur-
ther complicate matters, some of the first com-
panies that licensed MS-DOS wanted to use
their own names. So Compaq calledit.
Compaq DOS, and Zenith calledit ZDOS.

Microsoft recognized that there.is indeed
— . something in a name, particularly when you
want to build an industry standard. The company finally insisted that every-
one call the operating system MS-DOS. Eventually, everyone except IBM did_

IBM's persistence in calling their operating system simply DOS gave the
trade press grounds for speculating that even if the IBM PC were wildly suc-
cessful, its success would not guarantee wild success for MS-DOS. As late
as the end of 1983, many industry watchers were stM doubters. •

"IBM is in for some rough
cfiiHjictiiion. Xerox, which

announced its model SOD
personal computer last
month, is expected to give
IBM the bigge.se headache
in the small-computer
competition, but TAB
Office Products, Bur-
rouglis, and Lanier Busi-
ness Systems are all
working on similar prod-
ucts to announce later
this si.'mnu-'i: i\:o/ie nf
these firms shore IBM's
hesitancy to use Digiral
Re searcli's CP/M as an
operating system, so WM
may find itself with a
competitive system, but
linle of no software lo
compel potential buyers-"

—infoWorld,
Julv20. 198?

Toward an Industry Standard •21
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Microsoft releases
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piler for MS-DOS.

MAY
1982
DEC introduces
ft>iir.i6-bJt com-
puters running
CFW5.

as the 6S00 or 6502. Many applications were not written in assembly lan-
guage at all, but were written in a high-level language. Most of those high-
level language programs were written in Microsoft language, and all of
Microsoft's languages ran on MS-DOS. This was the story that Microsoft had
to tell over and over as they worked to promote MS-DOS.

In the United States, IBM's market force helped sell MS-DOS to some
computer manufacturers. But in the beginning, IBM did not ship to Europe,
and so Microsoft was on its own there. A key victory for Microsoft was its
agreement with Victor, a company that was very successful in Europe. Ini-
tially, Victor had licensed CP/M-S6, but Microsoft worked closely with Vic-
tor, providing special development support, and finally convinced the
company to offer its networking and languages only on MS-DOS,

In Japan, it was difficult to sell 16-bit computers at all. The Japanese had •
a huge installed base of 8-bit computers. The most popular computers there
continued to be Z80 machines. Mitsubishi was offering 16-bit machines, but
they, too, initially licensed CP/M-86. Microsoft never wrote off a customer,
however. Their strategy was to help companies do what they wanted to do
and eventually convince them that what they wanted to do was offer MS-DOS
as their "operating system of obvious preference." In the case of Mitsubishi,
Microsoft helped the company get Multiplan and FORTRAN running" on the
CP/M-86 system. Out of this relationship of cooperation, they gradually won
Mitsubishi's support of MS-DOS-

Microsoft did not ignore the popularity of the 8-bit machines in Japan
either. After MS-DOS was released, they asked Paterson to write an 8-bit
operating system that used the same file format as MS-DOS. Microsoft
released MSX-DOS in September 1983 and eventually sold millions of copies
in Japan.

Making MS-DOS the "operating system of obvious preference" was
not as easy as getting hardware manufacturers to offer it. Microsoft's list of
MS-DOS customers grew steadily from the time it was introduced, but many
of them offered CP/M-86 along with MS-DOS. Digital Research also con-
vinced several manufacturers to include both the 8080 and 8086 chips in their
machines. CP/M compatibility took on a new meaning when.8-bit and'16-bit
software was used on the same machine, since the user would probably want
to use the same disk format for both types of software. MS-DOS used a dif-
ferent disk format, and was thus at a disadvantage in these dual-processor
machines.

Ultimately, Microsoft sold iMS-DOS on its technical superiority. When

Toward an Industry Standard 2 3
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"IBM absolutely was nor
enough to create a stan-
dard for MS-DOS I'

—Bill Gates

DEC decided, somewhat late in the game, to make MS-DOS the primary
operating system for its Rainbow computer, they pointed to the richer set of
commands and "dramatically" better disk performance-as reasons. The

improvement in disk performance was the
result of the unique file system in MS-DOS,
which did not need to access the disk nearly as
often as CP/M. Of course, by the time DEC
decided to offer MS-DOS, most software
developers had already made .up their minds.

While Microsoft was gaining its reputation for technical superiority, it
was already working to improve MS-DOS technically. In 1982, IBM released
an upgraded PC that used double-sided disks. Microsoft provided Version L i

... . to IBM to handle th$ new disks. Version 1.25
did the same for the generic MS-DOS.

Even before these intermediate releases,
though, visions were beginning to dance in the
minds of a few people at Microsoft The DOS
team was still small, perhaps the smallest at
Microsoft But they were-talking to a much
larger team, the team that had been developing
XENIX. For the first version of MS-DOS,
there had been no time to: think about borrow-
ing features from XENIX.1 There had. also
been no room. IBM wanted a 16K system,
and at that time, XENIX, was closer to 100K.
But when IBM told Microsoft that the next
major release of their personal computer was

"Av [Rainbows! MS-DOS
had been out only far a
month... we expected to
find 10.20, or maybe
even 30 packages. We
were astounded to find
250 programs from more
than 60 different man-
ufacturers in 28 different
application areas. That's
more software than is
available under CF/M-86
for vhe Rainbow, and

year!
-Digital Review,

January 1984

CPJMS6/80 has been
available for more than a going to be the XT with a 10-megabyte"

(10MB) fixed disk, the possibility of a larger,
more powerful version of MS-DOS led the
DOS team to take a closer look at XENIX.

_ _ ^ , IBM might well have been satisfied if this
new version had simply added a disk device driver for the hard disk. But
Microsoft convinced them that a hard disk really, called for the land of tree-
structured hierarchical file system that UNIX used. They also convinced IBM
that they could adapt the file system, in Version 1.0 to support hierarchical
directories. :

24 The Historical Vitr,v
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At the same- time, Microsoft was becoming aware that many of the
emerging third-party peripheral devices weren't working well with one
another. Each company had its own way of hooking its hardware into DOS,
but if two third-party devices were plugged into the machine at the same
time, they would often fail What was needed in the next version of MS-DOS
was a better mechanism for encouraging people to write device drivers and
to use a consistent method for installing these device drivers.

Finally; the word "task" was becoming important. Multitasking had
always been a strength of UNIX, which was used in large, multiuser environ-
ments where many people need to be able to use the resources of the compu-

ter to perform different tasks at the same time.
MS-DOS was a small, single-user environ-
ment. But the DOS programmers, recognized
that, in this environment, too, the concept of
tasks could be useful, and they began to mink
about the situations in which, users might want

. „ to perform certain tasks in the'background.
So while the rest of the world was debating the pros and cons'of

MS-DOS versus CP/M-86 as an industry standard, the DOS programmers
were redefining MS-DOS to make it a more powerful and more flexible
operating system.

"A; ihat ihvc. MS-DOS
was ab'.mi i!ie an-attest
cookie on Microsoft s
plate." '

—DOS programmer
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Version 2.0 of MS-DOS was released in March 1983. In the development of
this new release, the major design issue had been the file system. Version 1.0
had a single directory for all of the files on a floppy disk. With a 10MB fixed
disk, a single directory would quickly become unmanageably large, since
the disk might hold as many as 1000 files.

The designers of CP/M had approached the problem, of large media by
using a partitioning scheme. This system divided the disk into 10 user areas
of fixed size, each with its own directory. In effect, it made the fixed disk
look like 10 floppy disk drives. XENIX, which had traditionally dealt with
larger systems, used a hierarchical file structure, in which the user could set
up as many levels of directories, subdirectories, and files, as needed to orga-
nize files and make them readily accessible.

In development meetings, IBM and-Microsoft had debated .the merits of
these two approaches. The arguments in favor of partitioning were famil-
iarity, size, and ease of implementation. Many small system, users—
especially software developers—were already familiar-with partitioning
from their experience with CP/M. The code necessary to develop a partition-
ing scheme would be minimal compared with the code to'manage a hier-
archical file system and would also take less time to implement.

Partitioning had two inherent disadvantages, however. First, partitioning
becomes a less viable solution as the storage media grow. It may be an ade-
quate system for handling 10 megabytes of storage, but.it ceases to provide
adequate access to files when storage sizes grow to the range of 100 mega-
bytes per disk, as is the case with large hard disks and optical storage disks-
In 1983, Microsoft was already anticipating this kind of growth in. storage
capabity of media.

The second disadvantage in partitioning was its dependence on the
physical device. If the size of the disk changes, either the number or size of
the partitions must change. These changes would then necessitate changes in
both operating-system code and the code for application programs. For
Microsoft, with its commitment to device independence, partitioning would
have been a step backward.

A hierarchical file structure could be implemented to be device-indepen-
dent. A disk could be partitioned logically rather than physically to support
the needs of its users. For example, if two or more users shared a fixed disk,

The Historical View
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they could divide the disk into one directory for each user rather than being
limited by an arbitrary number of partitions. Then, within each directory,
they could set up their own individual subdirectories for the different projects
or types of data and programs that they needed for their work. In short, a
hierarchical system let the user determine the best way of organizing a disk.

Microsoft had another reason for preferring a hierarchical file system.
That reason was compatibility with its XENIX operating system. Com-
patibility seemed important for several reasons. When the choice of file sys-
tems was being made, Microsoft was working to make XENIX a viable
operating system for smaller computers. It seemed possible that as 'XENIX
became available on smaller computers, users of systems like the IBM PC
would want to move from DOS to XENIX. The growing interest in network-
ing also suggested that XENIX compatibility would be important, since
users of both operating systems would be likely to want to share data;and
resources. If the systems shared the same file structure and file-naming con-
ventions, it would be possible for software developers to write source code
that could be compiled and run in either environment, thereby.sav^gihem
the expense of developing two different sets of source code using tvvo dif-
ferent approaches for the two operating environments.

In the.end, IBM was convinced that a hierarchical file system was the
better solution to theproblem of fixed-disk support, even if it was more com-
plex. So the DOS programming team set about the task of developing .a file
system that was physically consistent with the method of disk .access."
developed in Version LO—-namely, t ie file allocation table. At the same
time, It had to be logically consistent with the XENIX file structure. The
result was a system of directories, subdirectories, and files in which-each. file
was identified by a unique pathname. There were no limits on ihe number of
levels of subdirectories other than the limit on the length of the pathname,
which could not exceed 64 characters.

Microsoft made one mistake in this process. At IBM's request, it.used
die backslash to separate file names in the pathname. XENIX had used a for-
ward slash for this purpose. But Version 1.0 of MS-DOS had already .allo-
cated the forward slash for switches in the command line, borrowing from
the tradition of DEC operating systems. So Microsoft decided to use the
backslash for its pathname separator. This decision created several potential
problems. First, it was not consistent with any UNIX-like operating systems.
Also, MS-DOS ran on many macliines, such as foreign machines, that did
not have a backslash on their keyboards.
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To address this problem, Microsoft invented a SWITCHAR configura-
tion command that allowed the user to change the switch, character from a
slash to a hyphen. This solution, however, created yet another problem. If
users wanted to exchange batch files, they would run into compatibility
problems if they had changed the switch character. In the end, Microsoft
decided not to document the SWITCHAR command. Unfortunately, users
discovered the feature anyway, and Microsoft has had to .spend a lot of tune
"weaning" users from SWITCHAR.

In order to allow applications to fully exploit the new directory struc-
ture, Microsoft made another major change in the file-management system in
Version 2.0. It was necessary to add a new way of calling ffleservices. Ver-
sion LO of MS-DOS used file control blocks (FCBs) for compatibility with
the old CP/M-80 programs. The file control blocks contained aU.of.the perti-
nent information about the size and location of a file, except it didn't allow
for specifying a file in a different directory. When a program needed to
access a file, the programmer used function calls that directly manipulated
the information in the FCB. '

In version 2.0, MS-DOS added the ability to call files using file handles.
Flle.handles were another step toward logical independence. Whenever an
MS-DOS program opened a file, MS-DOS returned a handle to the program.
All further interaction with the file involved only this handle. MS-DOS itself
made all the adjustments to the file control block so that-the user never had to
deal directly with the information about the file's location in memory.

Aside from simplifying the task of the programmer, file handles made it
easier for programs to be ported from one system to another. Aid if future
versions of MS-DOS changed the size or contents of file..control blocks, the-
programmer would not need to rewrite any code, since me handle, would be
the only referent needed. The handle would not change.

Making the FCBs internal to the operating system and substituting file
handles made it possible for MS-DOS to redirect file input and output Once
a file handle was assigned, a program could redirect any input or output to
a new file by giving MS-DOS both handles. MS-DOS automatically used the
new file whenever the original file was accessed. This capability was used in
the COMMAND.COM file to allow the user to redirect output from a file to a
printer, for example, or to "pipe" file data to a sort filter.

A major innovation in Version 2.0 was installable device drivers. One of
the-hallmarks of IBM's approach to the PC was open architecture, which
meant that users could just slide new cards into the computer when they
wanted to add new Input/output devices such as a hard disk or a printer.
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Unfortunately, Version 1.0 of MS-DOS did not have the corresponding open
operating-system architecture. The Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) con-
tained all the code that permitted the operating system to run the hardware. If
independent hardware manufacturers wanted to sell their equipment for use
with a computer manufacturer's DOS, they would either have to completely
rewrite the entire set of device drivers, incorporating code for their device,
or they would have to write a complicated utility to read the existing drivers,
alter them, add their code, and produce a working set of drivers. These •
"patches" would often conflict if the user installed more.than one device.
Furthermore, each time MS-DOS was updated by the computer manu-
facturer, the suppliers of the peripheral devices would have to revise all of
this code. "• •

By the time Microsoft began working on Version 2.0, the DOS team,
recognized that the ability to install any device driver at run time was crucial.
They implemented installable device drivers by making the device drivers
more modular. IBMBIO.COM became, in effect, a linked list of device
drivers- The linked list was expandable through the CONFlO^SYS'fQe. So the
manufacturers could simply write a device driver, and the user could install ir
at run time by including it in the CONFIG.SYS file. DOS then-added it to the
linked, list; .- " :

An extension of this capability to install device drivers was the ability
to install or remove serial stream processing routines-—for example,
ANSI. SYS—to support the ANSI standard escape codes for cursor position-
ing and screen control.

Version 2.0 of MS-DOS also made it possible to do limited background
processing. Background processing was the MS-DOS solution to the growing
market demand for multitasking. To determine why the public wanted multi-
tasking or whether they really wanted it at all Microsoft studied the way that
most business users of MS-DOS did their work. Did they, for example, really
need to run WordStar and Lotus at the same time?

The DOS team concluded that for many people and for most situa-
tions, background print spooling would be sufficient. To implement this kind
of background processing, Microsoft added some internal calls. Using these
calls, MS-DOS would automatically generate an Interrupt 28 to run the print
spooler, PR1NT.COM, whenever it had nothing to do. When the parent
application became active again, PRJNT.COM would be interrupted until the
next Interrupt 28- This land of background processing also opened the pos-
sibility of background communications such as electronic mail.
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Hierarchical files, installable device drivers, and background processing
were the major design decisions in Version 2.0. But for every major decision,
there were dozens of smaller problems to be solved. And often, solving them
required "clever hacks." For example, with the new fixed disk, it was neces-
sary to modify the code for automatic logging of disks. JThe modification
meant that the operating system had to access the disk more often, and file
access became a lot slower as a result. One of the DOS .programmers came
up with a clever solution to this problem. He reasoned thai if: DOS had just
checked the disk, there was some minimum time it would take for a user to
change disks. If that time had not elapsed, the current disk infonnafioii in
RAM was probably still good. He took a stack of disks_and tried., cramming
them into the disk drive as fast as he could, without cailng if .he bent the
disks. The fastest he could change disks was about four, seconds. Based on
this empirical study, he had DOS check to see how much time had gone by
since the last disk access. If less than two seconds had elapsed, DOS could
assume that a new disk had not been inserted and it simply used' the disk
information in RAM. With this little trick, the speed of file handling
increased considerably.

When Version 2.0 of MS-DOS was ready for release, it had.grown to
20,000 lines of code. The MS-DOS team had reniamed.jsrnalL,-however, wifti
only three or tour programmers playing key roles at a time when.Microsoft's
total staffhad grown to about 300. Tucked away in a couple of offices away
from most of Microsoft s development work, the DOS team was almost invis-
ible to the rest of the company. MS-DOS still did not represent a large share
of Microsoft's earnings.

But all of that was about to change. Within six months of its release,
Version 2.0 had gained widespread acceptance, so wide, in fact, that when
Digital Research released its version of QP/M-86 to support the hard disk six
months after the XT was released, it was already too late for-it to compete'
seriously with MS-DOS. Popular application programs like Lotus 1-2-3 took
advantage of the features of the new version of MS-DOS, and thus helped to
secure its future as the industry standard for 8086 processors."The challenge
to -MS-DOS was no longer the challenge to become an industry standard. It
was.the challenge to manage growth.
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The world of Version 2.0 was a world very much changed from that in. which
Version 1.0 of MS-DOS made its debut. When IBM had first released the PC
almost a year and a half earlier, the market for business computers was
uncertain and undefined.' Now, IBM was releasing the XT into a.known mar-
ket, one that they themselves had built with the PC. Anyone who wanted to
introduce a new computer knew that IBM was the competition to beat, and
most manufacturers chose to compete with the IBM PC by emulating i t Soft-
ware developers also had a new understanding of business computing. They
felt confident that they could target their software for me market that IBM
had defined. MS-DOS looked less risky in this new environment, and con-
cerns about the existing base of CP/M-80 software faded as developers
turned their sights away from home computing and toward the racing
business market.

In this environment, MS-DOS quickly secured its position as anvlndustry
standard, and;the problem of promoting MS-DOS diminished- Microsoft now
faced a new problem: the maintenance of an industry standard. Being a stan-
dard, MS-DOS- had to be many things to many people. IBM had. demands.
The OEMs had demands. And sometimes the demands conflicted.

When Version 2.0 was released, IBM was already planning.to introduce
its PCjr. The PCjr was designed with the ability to run programs out of ROM
cartridges. IBM also used a slightly different disk-controller architecture for
the PCjr as well as half-height 5!/4-inch drives rather than full-height drives.
To add to me variation, the drives were supplied by a different rnanufacturer,
and they were not up to the hardware specs that MS-DOS assumedjbr.the
full-height drives. Because these drives were slower than the PC s and XT's
and because MS-DOS couldn't tell which drives were being used, MS-DOS
2.1 had to be modified to handle the slower drives.

For the longer term, IBM was planning a faster, more powerful "machine
with a 20MB fixed disk. This prospect led Microsoft to take a new look at its
file-management system since the larger storage capacity of the 20MB disk
went beyond the size limitations for the file allocation table as it worked in

Version 2.0.
IBM's real Interest for the next major release of MS-DOS ,-Jbowever, was

networking. Microsoft would have preferred to pursue some form of multi-
tasking as the next stage of development for their operating system, but IBM
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'We wanted to do X and
they wanted to do Y, and
we decided to do Y."

—Bill Gates

was developing Its IBM PC Network Adapter, a plug-in card with an 80188
chip to handle communications. So as soon, as Version 2.0 was released, the
MS-DOS team began work on a networking version of the operating system.

-, '. — — At the same time, Mlcro.sdft's other
customers were becoming more vocal about
their own needs, which did not always match
those of IBM. As it turned oat, several of
them, did want a networking capability, too,
which added weight to -IBM's request. But a
growing need among marry of them was sup-
port for international products. They needed
a version of DOS that couldbe sold in any
country. That meant that it would, have to
be possible to translate all of the system mes-
sages and that programs would need a way to
determine the local format for the time and
date. They would also need to be able to

choose the appropriate decimal sign and. currency symbol and identify
whether the. currency symbol appears before or after the currency amount for
a given country.

At mat time, IBM was not as interested in the international market.
But Microsoft, as well as its other customers .wanted to make MS-DOS an
international product. So while the DOS team was modifying the operating
system to support the PCjr, It was also adding functions 'arid a COUNTRY
command that allowed users to set the date and rime formats and other
country-dependent variables in a CONFIG.SYS file.

Another international requirement also appeared at about the same time.
The Japanese market for Microsoft was growing, and the question of support-
ing Kanji characters arose. The difficulty with Kanji characters is that they
require a so-called dual-byte standard. For English and most European
character sets, one byte corresponds to one character on the screen or printed
page- hi Japan, a Kanji character sometimes uses one byte"per character and
sometimes two. This variability creates problems in parsing when MS-DOS
wants to back up: That is, with Kanji characters, MS-DOS doesn't know how
far to back up. As a result, it has to go back and parse the string from the
beginning in order to figure out where to stop. MS-DOS had to be modified
-to back up and parse in this way.

The support for country-dependent formats and.Kanji characters
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appeared for the first time in Version 2.05. IBM, however, refused to use
mis version. So the modifications to support the PCjr appeared as cuseparate
version, numbered 2.1, which went only to IBM.

One of the problems that Microsoft faced as early as Version L25
was that most of its OEM customers wanted to get the same version mat IBM
got. Some manufacturers, such as Compaq, were selling 100 percent compat-
ibility with IBM. For them, any difference in the operating system introduced
the possibility of incompatibilities. Providing identical code to non-IBM
customers was a difficult demand to meet in general. It wasn't until Version
3.1 that Microsoft was able to supply a system that its non-IBM users agreed
was identical with the one that IBM got They were certainly not happy when
Microsoft shipped Version 2.05 to its OEM customers and a different ver-
sion—2.1 -—to IBM. To satisfy the OEM customers, Microsoft had to com-
bine 2,1 and 2.05 to create Version 2.11. Although IBM did not accept
Version 2.11 because of the internationalization code, it became the standard
MS-DOS version run by all non-IBM customers running anything in the Ver-
sion 2.X series. It was sold worldwide and translated into about 60 different
languages. Two other intermediate versions—Versions 2.2 and-2.25:—•
provided Hangeui (the Korean character set) and Hangeul plus Kanjl sup-
port, respectively. •

After the release of 2.0, Microsoft also learned to appreciate the Impor-
tance—and difficulty—of supporting people who are developing software
on the world's leading operating system. Software developers worried about
downward compatibility. They also worried about upward compatibility. But
they didn't always adhere to programming practices that guaranteed-mat com--
patibiliry. If their programs were a success, it was Microsoft that was left
with the burden of ensuring compatibility.

One of the problems was IBM's open
architecture. Since the information about the-
internals of the BIOS and the ROM 'Interface •
was published, software developers could
work directly with the hardware, and often did

: in order to get more speed. In other words,
developers sidestepped the operating system for some operations. Unfor-
tunately, by choosing to work at the lower levels, they did not take advantage
of the protection that the operating system provides against hardware
changes. Thus, when low-level changes were made in the operating system,

''To people who work on
DOS. compatibility is a

5111
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their programs didn't work. Or they couldn't run cooperatively with other
applications.

. Another problem was the continuing impact of the historical need for
compatibility with CP/M. For example, in CP/M-80, programmers would call
address 5 in order to request a function. In MS-DOS, Interrupt 21 was the
function call But to support old programs, the first version. of.MS-DOS also
allowed a program to request functions by calling address 5.. Although this
feature was not documented, a number of existing programs continued to use
it when they were converted to MS-DOS. One of these programs was Word-
Star. Microsoft could not afford to make changes in the operating system that
would make it impossible to run a program as popular as WordStar So each
new version had to continue supporting CALL 5, even-though it was never
documented.

A more pervasive problem was the use of FCB-styfe calls. The Version 1
series had used FCB-style calls exclusively, as had CP/M. Version 2.0 intro-
duced the more efficient and flexible XENIX-styLe calls. But Microsoft could
not simply abolish the old FCB-style calls because many popular programs •
used them. In fact, some of Microsoft's own languages used them. So
MS-DOS had to support both types of calls in the Version 2 series-

Microsoft's goal was eventually to eliminate the use of FCB_ calls. To
encourage me use of the new XENTX-style calls, the company made it easy
for everyone to upgrade to 2.0. They convinced IBM to require Version 2.0
for the XT, so that anyone who wanted fixed-disk support would have to use
2.0. They also encouraged software developers to require 2,0 for their
applications. Both the software developers and the OEM. customers were',
reluctant to require 2.0 because they were concerned about the installed user
base of 1.0 systems, which meant that they had to support-both sets of calls.
They had to be able to detect which operating system the user was running. If
they were running a Version 1 system, they would use FCB .-calls. If they"
were running any of the Version 2 systems, they would use jthe file handles. It
was an awkward period of transition, but by the time Microsoft started work-
ing on Version 3.0 and the support for the 20MB fixed disk* it became appar-
ent that the change had been in everyone's best interest

The kinds of issues that began to emerge as Microsoft worked toward
Version 3.0 exaggerated the problems of compatibility. Networking, with or
without a multitasking capability, requires a level of cooperation and com-
patibility among programs that was never an issue in the earner, versions of
MS-DOS. The great variability in programs and prograrnming approaches
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that MS-DOS supported eventually proved to be one of the biggest hurdles to
the development of a sophisticated networking system and, in the longer
term, to the implementation a multitasking system.

By the time Microsoft began work on Version 3.0, the programming
style in the DOS team had changed considerably. It was still a small team
with a core group of just two or three people, but by now, the concerns for
maintainability that had dominated programming philosophyin larger sys-
tems had percolated down to the MS-DOS world, and the desire to optimize
for speed, using hacker's tricks, had to be tempered by the need for clarity
and maintainability. In the same way, the small package of rightly written
code that first characterized MS-DOS also had to be sacrificed for clarity and
for the sake of long-term maintenance.

The working relationship with IBM also
became more formal as MS-DOS proceeded
toward Version 3.0. In the early days of
Version 1.0 and even during the development
of 2.0, the specifications from ESM:were just a
list of high-level requirements. Relying.on
Microsoft to define the lower level require-
ments, IBM did not provide formal specifica-
tions. By the time they began working on 3.0,
however, the DOS team would receive formal

, specifications, which they could review and
modify and then return to IBM for their review and modification until, after
several exchanges, the specifications would be approved and Microsoft could
beein work.

~'You better believe that
when we'vtf got a new ver-
sion, we go see Lotus and
As/non-Tare and people
like that to make sure
.'hey feel good about the
stuff that's going to be
in ifieri'."

—Bill Gates
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The work on a version of MS-D.OS for networks proved, to be long and diffi-
cult For a year and a half, Microsoft grappled with problems of software
incompatibility, remote file management, and logical independence at the net-
work level. When IBM was ready to release its new -larger Personal Computer
AT, the network software for MS-DOS wasn't quite-ready. So in August 1984,
Microsoft released Version 3.0 to IBM without network software.

"Version 3.0 supported the AT's larger fixed disk,.its new CMOS clock,
and higher density floppy disks with door locks. It also included the interna-
tional support that IBM had refused in 2.05 and 2.11. These same features
were made available to Microsoft's OEM customers as Version 3.05.

Version 3.0 was not, however, a simple extension ofWersIon 2.0. In lay-
ing the groundwork for networking, the'MS-DOS team had completely
redesigned and rewritten the MS-DOS kernel. Version 2-0 had been built on
top of the structure of Version 1.0. In DOS 1.0, file requests used the FCBs.
When a program made an FCB request, the request was-passed to a big piece
of FCB input/output code. Version 2.0 introduced file handles to specify files,
so that a program simply requested a handle when it wanted to use a file.
However^ .the handle calls would parse the pathname anaVthen use the under-
lying FCB calls in the same way as Version 1.0. The redirected input and
output in Version 2.0 further complicated the file system-Tequests. hi order to
provide this capability to programs using the original CP/M. system calls 1
through 12, Version 2.0 had created handle calls for these basic input/output
calls. When a program used one of these CP/M calls, MS-DOS would first
give it a handle and then turn the call back into an FCB call at a lower leveL

Version 3.0 eliminated this redundancy by elimmating the old FCB
input/output code of Versions 1.0 and 2.0. In its place was a standard set of
I/O caHs that could be called directly by both FCB calls and the XENIX-style
handle calls. The look-alike calls for CP/M calls 1 through 12 were included
as part of the set of handle calls. As a result of this restructuring, these calls
were distinctly faster in Version 3.0 than in Version 2.0. .'

Even more important than the elimination of inefficiencies, this new
structure made it easier to handle network requests. Microsoft was using the
ISO Open System Interconnect as Irs model for networking. This model
described a number of protocol layers. On the IBM PC network, the transport
Layer as well as the server functions were handled by IBM's PC Network
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Adapter card. The task of MS-DOS was to support this hardware. For its
OEM customers, Microsoft had to supply the transport and server functions
as software. While Version 3.0 did not provide this general-purpose network-
ing software, it did provide the basic support for IBM's networking hardware.

This support consisted of redirector and sharer software. Microsoft,
adopted an approach to networking in which remote requests were routed by
a redirector. The redirector would know how to interact with the transport
layer of the network. The transport layer was the device drivers that cpuld
reliably transfer data from one part of the network to another. Jtwas just
before a call was sent to the newly designed low-level I/O code that a deter-
mination was made to see if the call was local or remote. If it was local, it
would fall through to the I/O code. If it was remote, it would be passejd to the
redirector. The redirector, working with the operating system, would make
the resources on a remote machine appear as if they were local. That was the
primary function of the network. . . '

Both the redirector and sharer software were in place in.Version 3.0
when it was delivered to IBM. Version 3.1, released three months later,
refined this network support. It was also available for use on non-IBMoiet-
work cards in the form of Microsoft Networks. •

Microsoft Networks was built on the concept of "consumers" and-,
"services." Services were provided by a file server, which was part of the
Networks application and ran on a dedicated computer. Consumers were pro-
grams on various network machines. They made requests for information to
the server, which were then passed at a very high level to the server. There, it
was the responsibility of the file server in Microsoft Networks to figure out
where to find things on the disk. The requesting programs—the con-
sumers—would not need to know anything about the remote machine,
including what kind of file system it had.

Microsoft Networks was designed to be hardware independent.
However, the variability of the classes of programs that would be using.its
structures was a major hurdle to developing a networking system that was
transparent to the user. To handle this variability, Microsoft identified three
classes of programs. The first were the MS-DOS compatible programs. These
were the programs that used only the documented Interrupt 21 call when
requesting functions. These programs would run on any MS-DOS machine
without problem.

The second class of programs were the MS-DOS based programs. They
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would run on IBM-compatible computers, but not necessarily on all
MS-DOS machines.

The third class were what Microsoft labeled "incredibly misbehaved
IBM programs." They used undocumented features of MS-DOS or they
addressed the hardware directly While these programs tended to have the
best performance, they were the most difficult to support.
. . . In the end, Microsoft decided to support officially only.jhe MS-DOS
compatible programs on the network. These programs;all used the docu-
mented function requests. Their requests could thus be made to local or
remote machines without any intervention by the user. In short, they would
be invisible.

While the change in file structure in Version 3,0 simplified file manage-
ment on the network, it did not solve all of the problems. MS-DOS still had
to handle FCB requests from programs that used them. Many programs
would open an FCB and never close it. One of the functions! of the server
was to keep track of all of the open files on the network, and it ran into diffi-
culties when .an FCB was opened 50 or 100 times • and neyer;closed. To solve
this problem, the designers of MS-DOS introduced a cache in "Version 3.1 -
The cache allowed four FCBs to be open at any one time. If a fifth were
opened, the least recently used FCB would be closed automatically and
released. An FCBS command was added to allow the user to change the
default number of FCBs that could be open at any one-time.

The logical independence that had become a goaL of MS-DOS in general
acquired new meaning—and created new problems—with networking. One
of the problems concerned printers on the network. A-comroon nse of a net-
work was to-allow a user who may not have a printer on his^machme to use a
printer in someone else's office down the hall. Some programs would open
the printer, write to it, and close iL Such programs were easy to accommo-
date on the network. The "incredibly misbehaved" programs would try to
use the direct IBM BIOS interface to access the printer. In order to handle
this situation, the DOS designers had to develop a way for MS-DOS to inter-
cept these BIOS requests and filter out the ones that the server would not be
able to handle. With this technique, Version 3.1 was able to handle most
types of printer output on the network.

The ability to pass a high-level request to a remote server without having
to know the details of the remote server's file structure allowed yet another
level of generalizarion of the system. In DOS 3.1, it became possible to
access different file systems. For example, it would be possible to access a
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X E N I X file system and read data from XENIX machines. It would also be
possible to have several different file systems on the network concurren t ly
and still access them as though they were loca l Version 3.1 does, not c o m -
pletely suppor t this abstraction of logical file systems, but provides the bas ic
st ructure for it in the future.

Microsoft released one more intermediate version of M S - D O S : Version
3.2. T h i s version suppor ted 372-inch floppy disks. It also moved t he format-
ting function of a device out of the format utility routine a n d into the dev ice
driver. With this change, future devices will not have to supply their own for-
ma t utilities. They will jus t provide the device driver, and the D O S format t ing
utility will call the dr iver to perform formatting.

With the complet ion of Version 3.0, the complexion of the M S - D O S
project at Microsoft changed . IBM recognized the significance of the I B M P C
as m o r e than a personal computen It had become the automated office work-
station and the relationship with Microsoft had been key to its development .
So in August 1985, IBM entered into a joint-development ag reemen t wi th
Microsoft-

• At the same t ime, the task of developing and mainta ining M S - D O S
mushroomed . Version 3.0 had about 40,000 lines of c o d e — c o d e that w a s

—— necessarily much more complex s ince it h a d
".•••./;'..•<- / . - 'K .?. :-\ :•• <V- to support the complex envi ronment o f the
J.'.-o:. /.• '• •••,• ,•//;',• • /<••.•.=.'•'" network. To support this complexity, the

— Bill Gates MS-DOS team had to grow. T h r o u g h d ie
—: „ „ release of DOS 3.0, the team had q'een small,
just four or five people at any given time. After the release of Version 3.0'
and the joint agreement with IBM. the team grew quickly to 30 people.
MS-DOS was no longer the "smallest cookie on Microsoft's plate:"

A Version for Networks 39
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A View Toward the Future

Throughout the development of MS-DOS, Microsoft kept a watchful eye on
the marketplace. The expectations of IBM and other hardware manufacturers,
of software developers, and of end users have shaped MS-DOS at each stage.
And they will continue to do so in the future. The current interest in taking
advantage of the protected mode of the 802S6 chip, the continuing interest in
expanded multitasking capability, the growing popularity of graphic inter-
faces, and the potential impact of the increased storage capacity of new
media such as compact optical disks—all of these issues are part of the daily
discussions among members of the MS-DOS development, team.

For example, Microsoft's current approach to a graphics interface is
embodied in Windows, a product that was released in November 1985 to run
on top of MS-DOS. The use of Windows is optionaL Microsoft recognizes
that some people want it, and some don't. So "Windows has been developed
as a freestanding program that MS-DOS users can choose to use or not. This
approach has an additional advantage: Microsoft can change features of
MS-DOS to improve It without necessarily having to modify the Windows
interface. Should 90 percent of MS-DOS users eventually, begin using Win-
dows, Microsoft may incorporate it into the operating system. But for now, it
provides a flexibility that Microsoft believes is important

The appearance of new media like compact disks raises the issue of data
independence. Ultimately, the user should be able to access data without
knowing where it Is—that is, without knowing its physical location on the
disk, which disk it is on, or even which machine on the nerwork.it is on. It
will simply be the task of the operating system to find iL To provide this kind
of location independence of data, MS-DOS will eventually need to support
more than one file system at a time and will have to develop file systems that
support very large media.

While issues such as these will shape the future development of
MS-DOS, they do not define a general development philosophy. To under-
stand the philosophy that will guide every innovation in MS-DOS, it is' neces-
sary to go back to the initial problem mat IBM faced when it came to
Microsoft in August 1980. That problem was the need to produce a state-
opthe-art system in an industry of rapid technological change. The same
problem continues to exist for both hardware manufacturers and software
developers today. The hardware is evolving and getting better. The software
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Major Releases

August 1981 1.0

May 1982 .1.1

March 1983 2.0

October 1983 2.1

August 1984 3.0

March 1985

December 1985

April 1987

3.1

3.2

3.3

•First operating system on IBM PC

•Double-sided disk support

•Support for hierarchical files and hard disks

•PC-DOS introduced with PCjr

•Support for 1.2Mb floppy disk on hard disk

•Support for Microsoft Networks

•IBM PC Convertible introduced
•Support for 3.5-inch drives

•Support for multiple partitions on hard disks
•Improved support of foreign characters

November 1988 4.01
•Support for hard disk files over 32Mb
-Ability to move portions of DOS into expanded memory
•User shell
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From: kgill@or.wagged.com
To: simsong@MIT.EDU
Subject: Microsoft timeline
Date: Thu, 17 Nov 94 10:39:00 PST

Please give me a call if you need any additional information!!

Thanks!
Kathy

Microsoft Timeline

1985
Nov. 20 Microsoft ships the retail version of Windows

1986
March 13 Microsoft stock goes public at $21 per share rising to $28 by the
end of the first day of trading.
Nov. 17 Microsoft releases MS-DOS 4.0

1987

Jan. 01 Installed base for MS-DOS is over 21 million

Oct. 06 Microsoft releases Excel for Windows

1988
Jan 01 Microsoft becomes largest PC software company based on sales
1989
Jan. 01 Installed based for MS-DOS is over 39 million

1990
May 22 Microsoft announces the immediate, worldwide availability of
Windows 3.0

1991
Jan 09 Microsoft announces Excel version for 3.0 for Windows, OS/2 and
Macintosh platforms simultaneously.
June 11 Microsoft announces the immediate availability of MS-DOS 5.0
Nov. 14 Microsoft announces the Multimedia Edition on Works for Windows

2.0, Microsoft s first business application to incorporate multimedia.

1992
April 06 Microsoft ships Windows 3.1 with over 1,000 enhancements. The new
version creates unprecedented users demand with over one million advanced
orders placed worldwide.
May 20 Microsoft announces 3 million copies of Windows 3.1 shipped in the
first six weeks after the product s release
Oct. 1 Windows for Workgroups is released
Oct. 27 Windows for Workgroups 3.1 ships worldwide.

1993
March 22 Encarta, the first multimedia encyclopedia designed on a computer,
for use on a computer, ships
March 31 MS-DOS 6.0 ships
Nov. 01 Microsoft introduces MS-DOS 6.2
Nov. 01 Windows for Workgroups 3.11 ships

1994
Jan. 19 Shipments of Windows exceed 40 million units
April 4 Microsoft Windows 3.11 ships
April 18 Windows for Workgroups 3.11 becomes the world s best selling
retail operating system, edging Windows 3.1 into the No. 2 spot.
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Microsoft Unveils MS-DOS 5

NEW YORK CITY -- June 11,1991 -- Microsoft today announced the immediate

availability of Microsoft11 MS-DOSR 5, which contains major enhancements that bring

greater functionality to all DOS* users whether novice or advanced.

Improved memory management in version 5 makes more memory available for

DOS applications and data files, including those running under the Microsoft

Windows™ graphical environment. A new Shell, online help, a task swapper and an

undelete utility are among the newly added features that make MS-DOS 5 easier to use

than previous versions.

As in the past, Microsoft will distribute MS-DOS through PC manufacturers for

use on new computers. Currently, more than 130 PC manufacturers worldwide have

licensed MS-DOS 5 for their customers. These 130 manufacturers accounted for nearly

90 percent of the DOS-based PCs shipped last year, according to Microsoft estimates.

Version 5 is available from many of these PC manufacturers immediately.

To meet the needs of the current installed base of approximately 60 million

MS-DOS users worldwide, Microsoft also for the first time ever will make an upgrade

version available through the retail channel. This upgrade-only product will not install

* As used herein, "DOS" refers to MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems.

- more - Microsoft
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without DOS 2.11 or higher already present on the machine. An intelligent, automated

installation procedure upgrades all brands of PCs, even over a network, making the

process safe and simple. The Microsoft MS-DOS 5 Upgrade has a suggested retail

price of $99.95. Microsoft expects more than 7,000 reseller store fronts and sales offices

to offer the MS-DOS 5 Upgrade.

"The PC industry has flourished over the past 10 years because of MS-DOS and

the support it has had from PC manufacturers, software developers and PC users

worldwide," said Bill Gates, chairman and CEO of Microsoft. "MS-DOS 5 represents a

large investment toward advancing this acknowledged industry standard. With the

overwhelming commitment of PC manufacturers and the record numbers of orders

placed for the MS-DOS 5 Upgrade, we believe this is the largest initial demand in

history we've seen for a PC software product.

"We worked closely with large companies, small businesses, educators, vendors,

and user groups to define and test this product. More than 7,000 beta testers worldwide

helped make MS-DOS 5 and the MS-DOS 5 Upgrade the most tested software

programs in PC history, resulting in increased product stability, reliability and

compatibility."

Because of the extensive testing, MS-DOS 5 is highly compatible with

applications written for previous versions of MS-DOS. In fact, almost all DOS

applications will run without modification.

More Conventional Memory for DOS Applications Alone or Under Windows

MS-DOS 5 provides much more space for user programs and data by using

memory-management technology to move systems code out of the user's normal

memory space.

With 80286-based or higher PCs, MS-DOS 5 provides significantly more

conventional memory for DOS applications because most of MS-DOS 5 can reside in

- more -
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Microsoft Unveils Its Strategy for a New Interactive Online Service
The Microsoft Network Is Designed to Expand the Market for Customers and Content Providers

LAS VEGAS — Nov. 14,1994 — Microsoft Chairman and CEO Bill Gates today outlined

the company's strategy for its new interactive online service called The Microsoft® Network. Gates

detailed the key elements of the strategy, which include providing a compelling business model and

platform for content providers, easy and inexpensive access for users, and availability of rich and

powerful development tools. The Microsoft Network, scheduled to go into beta testing this month, is

designed to provide easy, affordable access to the rapidly expanding world of electronic information

and communication for users of the Windows™ 95 operating system.

"Microsoft has long believed in the promise of personal computers enabling new ways of

thinking and communicating. We call this vision 'Information At Your Fingertips,'" said Gates.

"The Microsoft Network online service will represent a significant step toward the realization of

this vision."

The Microsoft Network's technology and business model is designed to help content and

service providers fully realize the potential of the online market. The Microsoft Network uses a

platform model in which content and service providers will have maximum flexibility in creating

products and pricing their services. Microsoft anticipates that providers will offer various pricing

- more -
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options, such as subscriptions, online transactions and ticketed events. Other services will be

supported by advertising and commerce.

Content and service providers also will have control over the look of their services. To

enable the easy creation of rich multimedia content and services, Microsoft plans to provide a

complete tool set and sponsor developer and design conferences to educate providers on how to

make best use of the online medium.

"We believe that the success of The Microsoft Network depends on our ability to deliver

a comprehensive platform that enables successful online businesses for our providers," said Russ

Siegelman, general manager of the online services group at Microsoft. "While 40 percent of

users of Windows have modems, only 10 percent of them, and only 4 percent of U.S. households

overall, subscribe to any online service. That's a huge opportunity for content providers."

Access to The Microsoft Network will be offered as a feature to users of Microsoft

Windows 95. The Microsoft Network is designed to fully harness the power and ease of use of

Windows 95.

When The Microsoft Network becomes available in 1995, it will offer interactive online

communities built around ideas, people, products and brands. It is designed to bring customers

affordable and easy-to-use access to electronic mail, bulletin boards and "chat rooms" on a

variety of topics, file libraries, and Internet newsgroups. Members will be able to access online

tips,

add-ons, tools, product infonnation and technical support directly from the Microsoft area of the

service.

The Microsoft Network will be accessible in more than 35 countries, and its client

application will be localized in 20 languages. In conjunction with today's announcement, four of

- more - i
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the world's leading telecommunications carriers announced they are providing the worldwide

network infrastructure to enable access to The Microsoft Network. Members of The Microsoft

Network will be able to access the service with a local phone call and connect at speeds of up to

14.4 kilobits per second. The data center for The Microsoft Network, located in the Seattle area,

uses scalable technology based on PCs running the Microsoft Windows NT™ Server operating

system.

Beta testing for The Microsoft Network will begin with the shipment of Windows 95 beta

version M7, which is slated for mid-November.

"We're excited about this first beta phase," said Siegelman. "This is just the first step in

what we plan to be a long-term investment for Microsoft's information-highway efforts."

Founded in 1975, Microsoft (NASDAQ "MSFT") is the worldwide leader in software for

personal computers. The company offers a wide range of products and services for business and

personal use, each designed with the mission of making it easier and more enjoyable for people

to take advantage of the full power of personal computing every day.

Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windows and Windows NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Editor's Note: Windows NT is a trademarked product name. Please do not abbreviate in any way.

For More Information, Press Only:
June McLaren, Waggener Edstrom (206) 637-9097

• more -
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Introduction

Microsoft Corporation has long believed in the promise of personal computers to enable

new ways of thinking and communicating that are accessible, useful, persona! and fun for

all computer users. It calls this vision "Information At Your Fingertips." The

introduction of The Microsoft® Network online service represents Microsoft's next step

toward the realization of this vision.

While interactive online services are well-publicized throughout the print and broadcast

media, today's services are surprisingly less popular with consumers than all the hype

might suggest. For example, although 40 percent of users of the Microsoft Windows™

operating system have modems, fewer than 10 percent of users of Windows and 4 percent

of U.S. households subscribe to any online service. The online-services business today

remains in its infancy, with providers of existing online services working to find the right

technical, business-model and usability solutions that will promote acceptance beyond the

early-adopter audience that has sustained this category to date. But the potential of these

services is tremendous. The online consumer market could become a $2 billion market

within five years, according to SIMB A Research.

For this projection to come true, significant investments must be made to deliver the

promise of "Information At Your Fingertips" and to establish mainstream viability for

interactive online technology. Online services must offer easier access and a more

compelling environment for all computer users to attract and maintain a broader audience.

Content and service providers must be offered greater publishing abilities and viable

long-term profit opportunities before consumers will see compelling benefits.

Introducing The Microsoft Network

Access to The Microsoft Network is a feature of Windows 95, the forthcoming version of the

Microsoft Windows operating system. It is an online service that makes accessing electronic

information and communications easy and inexpensive for any user of Windows 95. It
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removes the primary barriers to online service use — cost, difficult user interface and inertia.

The Microsoft Network extends the Windows-based desktop to a worldwide community of

people, ideas and information. It provides a setting for a worldwide electronic marketplace

of products and services from Microsoft and third-party companies.

With The Microsoft Network, Microsoft hopes to expand the online market by delivering

the needed technology and business model to provide an online experience that meets the

needs and expectations of both consumers and content providers.

The Microsoft Network Strategy

To succeed in the marketplace, interactive online services must provide uniquely rich and

valuable solutions to customer needs, offered in a more compelling and accessible way

than other alternatives. This premise drives the strategy behind The Microsoft Network.

The Microsoft Network extends the benefits of online services to a larger audience by

addressing the limitations that curb the widespread adoption of online services today.

A Viable, Long-Term Business Environment

The Microsoft Network differs from existing online services in many ways. Among the

chief differences is the fact that it offers a new platform model that is flexible enough to

encourage and reward independent content and service providers for their participation.

This model facilitates the rapid development of a broad range of content and services,

attracting users and expanding the market.

The online business environment must reflect the diverse nature of business itself in order

to realize its full potential. Companies succeed in business by adopting practices,

branding, packaging and selling models that arc tailored to their products and their

customers. They invest in channels of distribution that provide the infrastructure and

flexibility to support these strategies and their resulting profitability. Current online

services inhibit the way providers can present their information and services, and limit the
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profits that independent providers can realize, often to a small share of a shrinking revenue

model based on customer online connection-time charges.

The success of The Microsoft Network will be based on the success of Microsoft's

content providers in reaching and motivating customers. So Microsoft is going to lengths

to help ensure that success. The Microsoft Network provides a new and different business

environment that puts significant revenue control in the hands of the content or service

providers.

Providers aren't limited in the ways in which they realize revenues for their services.

Variable revenue and pricing models such as subscriptions, online transactions, advertising

subsidies, and ticketed events are at the provider's discretion. More important, providers

retain the majority of the revenues that their content and services generate.

Easy and Inexpensive Access

Meeting customer demands for easier access to technology is a fundamental charter of

Microsoft products. To that end, customers will find it easy to sign up and access The

Microsoft Network as a feature of the Windows 95 operating system. The

Microsoft Network fully harnesses the power and ease of use of Windows 95.

By extending the feature set and graphical interface of Windows 95, The Microsoft

Network provides a familiar environment that facilitates easier exploration and interaction

in the online world. In all respects, The Microsoft Network looks and acts just like

Windows 95, offering customers easy, consistent and graphical functionality.

For example, The Microsoft Network services can be browsed using the Explorer in

Windows 95 or from an icon-based container view. Actions such as downloading files are

simple copy operations accomplished by drag and drop. Shortcuts enable personalized

and efficient navigation. The Microsoft Network's e-mail and rich-text content

documents are managed through the Information Exchange and WordPad services built
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into Windows 95 with the same familiar user interface carried through all core

communications functionality.
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The Microsoft Network also offers affordable access. By adopting a business model that

emphasizes member and content activity rather than connect time, The Microsoft Network

delivers services at the lowest possible cost to its members.

A More Compelling Online Experience

The Microsoft Network supports and promotes personalized discovery and investment for

members and content providers alike. Both are enabled with a new generation of

technology and capabilities and are empowered to shape and evolve online communities.

The Microsoft Network interactive experience revolves around these dynamic content

communities, each produced to make the most of the interactive medium and the specific

topic, product or experience at hand. For example, content areas cover the following

subjects:

• Arts and entertainment

• News and weather

• Business and finance

• Sports, health and fitness

• Science and technology

• Computers and software

• Community and public afraks

• Home and family

These communities will be facilitated by a select group of Forum Managers, who bring

specialized knowledge, credibility and respect in their areas of expertise.

Members will have tremendous breadth and depth of technical, vertical-market and

general-interest communities with which to explore and interact on a local or worldwide
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basis. Content and service providers will discover the opportunity to extend their brands,

products and businesses in a graphically robust, interactive manner.

The Microsoft Network will further facilitate a higher quality of content and services by

providing tools and technology to support a truly personalized, multimedia presentation.

World-Class Communications

Access to communication abilities that transcend the traditional boundaries of time, cost,

resources and geography is one of the primary benefits of the Microsoft online system.

The Microsoft Network is designed from the ground up to accommodate full international

access. The ability to access the network from anywhere in the world — and to exchange

information with users anywhere in the world — makes the system even more compelling.

By integrating with the Information Exchange in Windows 95 and extending this

functionality to bulletin board, file library and "chat" services, The Microsoft Network will

offer the most robust, easy-to-use communication capabilities.

Consistent user interface, OLE support, drag-and-drop management, Explorer navigation,

and rich-text formatting all extend the consistent experience of using Windows 95 within

The Microsoft Network communication environment.

The Microsoft Network Services

When The Microsoft Network becomes available, subscribers will have access to the

following basic services:

• Rich communications features, including e-mail, bulletin boards and "chat"
services

• Internet access, including e-mail and news groups
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Information services, including news, sports, stock and weather reports,
product and product-support information, and special-interest group
information

File download libraries — shareware, graphics and wave files, applets,
product support, article archives, and the Microsoft Knowledge Base

Microsoft information and support for customer service, product information
and technical support

The Microsoft Network's extended services and products will include both

Microsoft-branded and independently branded options available to users. Some will be

available for an additional charge, and others will be available at no additional charge, with

their revenues coming from advertising or shopping-transaction fees.

Conclusion

By combining unprecedented access and ease of use, a new business model to attract and

reward independent content and service providers, a compelling online experience, and
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world-class communications, The Microsoft Networfc will spur the xnarket for online

services, closing the gap that exists today between the potential and actual installed base for

these services. In bringing highly functional and entertaining online service to millions of

users, Microsoft is further realizing its mission of enabling "information At Your Fingertips".

Microsoft is a registered trtdenwk and Windows is 4 tmdenMuk of Microsoft Cttponuion.

Information in tins document is subject to change without notice. Companies, names, and data used in
examples herein arc fictitious unless otherwise noted. No part of this document may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without the express written
permission of Microsoft Corporation.

o 1994 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
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